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ABSTRACT

This study presents new advancements in our articulatory-based
language identification (LID) system. Our LID system automati-
cally identifies language-features (LFs) from a phonological fea-
tures (PFs) based representation of speech. While our baseline
system uses a static PF-representation for extracting LFs,the new
system is based on a dynamic PF representation for feature extrac-
tion. Interestingly, the new LFs outperform our baseline system
by 11.8% absolute in a difficult 5-way classification task of South
Indian Languages. Additionally, we incorporate pitch and energy
based features in our new system to leverage prosody in classi-
fication. In particular, we employ a Legendre polynomial based
contour-estimation to capture shape parameters which are used in
classification. Additionally, the fusion of PF and prosody-based LFs
further improves the overall classification result by 16.5%absolute
over the baseline system. Finally, the proposed articulatory language
ID system is combined with a PPRLM (parallel phone recognition
language model) system to obtain an overall classification accuracy
of 86.6%.
Index Terms: Language Identification, Articulatory Features,
Phonological Features, Prosodical Features

1. INTRODUCTION

In this study, we present new advancements in our articulatory
framework for language identification (LID). Our LID systemis
based on extracting articulatory traits or language features (LFs)
from a phonological features (PFs) based representation ofspeech.
Here, the PFs are automatically extracted from the speech signal
and can be thought of as parallel streams of articulatory knowl-
edge where the dynamics of various speech articulators are tracked
over time. For example, the PF-stream for PF-type ”tongue-height”
would track the vertical component of tongue motion (between low,
mid, and high values) over time. Furthermore, the process ofextract-
ing LFs amounts to identifying discriminatory patterns within these
PF-streams. This strategy is very similar in principle to the process
of extracting acoustic features such as MFCC (Mel-frequency cep-
stral coefficients) from the time-frequency representation of speech.
In our LID system, the LFs are analogous to acoustic features, and
the space of PF-types and time is analogous to time-frequency.

Our PF-based LID system is motivated by a fundamental hy-
pothesis that different languages can be distinguished based on ar-
ticulatory traits. The justification for this hypothesis isthat (i) some
articulatory traits could be dominant in one language and rare in an-
other, and (ii) some articulatory traits could be exclusively present
only in certain languages and absent in others. Interestingly, LFs
(language features) or articulatory traits can be extracted from the
PF-streams is a number of meaningful ways. For example, some
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LFs could solely focus on tongue movements while others can si-
multaneously track all articulator values, and yet others might con-
sider long-term or short-term articulatory events in the PFstreams.
Therefore, it is readily seen that each strategy of extracting LFs from
a PF-based representation captures unique aspects of articulation.
Here, it is reasonable to assume that LFs drawn from different ex-
traction strategies will yield varying classification results. Addition-
ally, combining LFs drawn from several distinct extractionstrategies
may lead to an increasingly powerful set of discriminatory features
for LID. This forms the motivation for this study where we examine
new ways of extracting LFs from a PF-based representation.

Our previous work had focused on extracting LFs from PF-
streams separately for consonants, vowels, and consonant-vowel
segments. Our new approach extracts LFs from dynamic PF-
streams, (i.e., it draws LFs that are based on the changes in the
PF-type values alone). The new technique also combines articula-
tory changes that occur in the short-term within the PF-typetime
space (such as lips being rounded while the excitation movesfrom
aspirated to voiced,etc.). In this manner, while our earlier technique
relied on dominant articulatory positions to distinguish between lan-
guages, our new technique leverages dominant articulatorychanges
for LID. The new technique is extremely effective as it improves
the LID classification accuracy by 11.8% absolute over our baseline
system [1]. Additionally, the newly proposed LID system also in-
corporates knowledge from prosody elements of pitch and energy
contours into the system. Particularly, the pitch and energy contour
shapes are estimated at a pseudo-syllable level (consonant-vowel
clusters), and included in the system as LFs. The combined articula-
tory prosody LID system achieves an additional 4.7% absolute gain
in classification accuracy. This study also compares the proposed
articulatory LID system to a PPRLM system. Our experimentalre-
sults show that while the PPRLM system outperforms the proposed
articulatory LID system, the fusion of the two systems provides the
best overall results in terms of accuracy.

2. PHONOLOGICAL FEATURES BASED LID SYSTEM

2.1. Baseline LID System

Our baseline LID system utilizes the hybrid features (HFs, [1])
definition of PFs. As shown in Fig.1 (1), the LID system initially
estimates the parallel sequence of HF values from the speechut-
terance. Particularly, the following articulatory characteristics are
captured: (i) height-of-tongue (height), (ii) frontness-of-tongue
(frontness), (iii) lip-rounding (rounding), (iv) nasalization (nasal-
ity), (v) excitation (glottal), (vi) place-of-articulation (place), and
(vii) manner-of-articulation (degree). In this manner, each frame
of speech assumes a set of 7 articulator values (for the 7 HFs)and
this represents a static snapshot of the overall articulatory state. In
this static articulatory representation, a number of contiguous neigh-
boring frames contain the same set of articulator values andthese
repetitions are removed by the LID system. These steps constitute



Fig. 1. Proposed LID System: (1) Hybrid-Features (HFs) are decodedfrom speech, (2) Consonant (C) and Vowel (V) segments are identified
from HFs, and C, V, & CV clusters constructed, (3) speech is segmented using CV-clusters and pitch/energy contour shapesare estimated, (4)
static-LFs are extracted from static PF-representation, and (5) dynamic-LFs from dynamic PF-representation.

PF pre-processing, and at this point the processed PF-representation
is ready for LF extraction.

The process of extracting LFs in our baseline system is briefly
explained below. As shown in Fig.1 (2), first the vowel and con-
sonant segments are identified within the processed PF represen-
tation. Thereafter, adjacent consonant (C) and vowel (V) clusters,
as well as consonant-vowel (CV) segment are clustered together.
Identifying higher level structures such as CV clusters in the PF-
representation provides the capability of looking at longer-term
production traits. The motivation behind this step is that articulatory
features at phone and/or syllable levels will provide the necessary
discrimination required in a LID task. Using this aggregated repre-
sentation of speech production, a number of language-features (LFs)
are drawn out from the articulatory state sequences. For example,
(i) “fricative:alveolar:non-nasal:non-rounded:voiced”is a conso-
nant LF feature, where the manner-of-articulation is “fricative”,
place-of-articulation is “alveolar”, nasalization and rounding are
“absent”, and the sound is “voiced”, and (ii)“low:back:rounded”
is a vowel feature, where the lips are “rounded”, and the tongue
is positioned is a “low-back” fashion. A combination of these two
features, (i.e., “fricative:alveolar:non-nasal:non-rounded:voiced
+ low:back:rounded”’) forms the corresponding consonant-vowel
(CV) feature. Since these LFs are extracted from a static PF-
representation, we term them as static-LFs.

Our LID system utilizes a maximum entropy (ME) classifier
which is implemented as follows. LetLi, i = 1, . . . , N represent
the ith language in a closed set ofN languages. Also, we refer to
each LF as evidence, and denote thelth evidence byel. Furthermore,
let the complete set of evidence be denoted byE. Now, letp(Li|E)
be the likelihood thatLi is the unknown language in the utterance
given the articulatory evidence. Next, the most likely language in
the utterance is estimated as,

Lunknown = arg max
i

p(Li|E), i = 1, . . . , N. (1)

Here, the maximum entropy (ME) modeling technique automatically
learns the conditional probabilities. Now, let theith ME feature be
given byµi where the ME-features are binary operators on the evi-

denceel (or LFs),

µi(el) =



1 if language-featureel is present,
0 otherwise.

Finally, the likelihood of languageLi conditioned on the evidence-
setE is given by,

p(Li|E) =
1

Zλ(E)
exp (

L
X

l=1

λilµi(el)), (2)

whereZλ(E) is a normalization term, andλil are the weights as-
signed to the ME feature. The weights correspond to the importance
of a feature in estimating the likelihood in question.

2.2. New LF Extraction Technique

The new LF extraction technique is illustrated in Fig.1 (1, 4,
and 5) and explained below. As in the baseline system, the PF-
representation of the speech signal is first obtained in (1).Here-
after, the static PF-representation is converted into a dynamic PF-
representation as shown in (5). In the dynamic representation, only
the changes in the values of PF-types are of interest. Particularly,
both the nature of the change as well as the order in which it oc-
curs are important. For example, if the value of the PF-type “height”
changes from “mid” to “high” then the event is captured as “height =
low:high”. In this manner, the changes in all PF-types are collected
for the entire PF-stream. These changes are termed as PF-events.
This process of identifying PF-events is shown in Fig.1 (4 and 5).
In (4), a zoomed-in portion of the static PF-representationin (2) is
shown, and (5) shows the corresponding dynamic-representation of
the static-representation in (4). The PF-events are shown by the dots
in the PF-types and time space.

The newly proposed LFs are extracted from the dynamic PF-
representation. First, the PF-events are extracted in order as shown
in Fig. 1 (5). The extraction process first collects all change-events
for all PF-types belonging to the same frame before moving tothe
next speech frame. It is important to note that the PF-eventsfor each
speech frame are always collected in the same order (the choice of



Table 1. Classification using PF-based LFs
(a) Static Language Features

KAN TEL MAL TAM MAR
KAN 40.7 21.3 15.5 15.1 7.4
TEL 26.2 49.2 9.4 9.0 6.1
MAL 7.0 3.4 61.2 6.9 21.5
TAM 11.3 12.2 7.0 69.2 0.3
MAR 5.7 4.8 13.5 0.8 75.2

(b) Dynamic Language Features
KAN TEL MAL TAM MAR

KAN 49.9 28.3 4.8 13.9 3.1
TEL 10.5 74.2 3.5 8.2 3.6
MAL 4.5 6.7 70.6 5.8 12.4
TAM 7.5 9.9 3.7 78.6 0.4
MAR 1.8 4.3 7.2 0.6 86.1

(c) Static + Dynamic Language Features
KAN TEL MAL TAM MAR

KAN 63.5 16.0 7.3 10.4 2.9
TEL 19.8 66.2 5.5 5.1 3.5
MAL 5.8 3.5 73.5 4.8 12.3
TAM 7.7 7.4 4.4 80.5 0.1
MAR 2.6 2.9 6.9 0.3 87.3

order is arbitrary but consistency is maintained). This process cre-
ates the dynamic event stream as shown in Fig.1 (5). Hereafter, uni-
gram, brigram, and trigram LFs are extracted by combining adjacent
PF-events in the dynamic event stream. We term these features as
dynamic-LFs since they are extracted from the dynamic-PF repre-
sentation.

2.3. Prosody Features for LID

Perception tests show that prosodic cues are informative for humans
to distinguish between languages. Prosodic information have also
been successfully applied in automatic language identification sys-
tems [2]. However, effective modeling of prosody for languages
remains a challenge. Our approach is based on prosodic informa-
tion extracted from pitch and energy contours. In many approaches
that apply prosody to either LID or speaker recognition, extracted
features are based on statistics of pitch/energy contour segments, or
piecewise linear stylization of pitch/energy contour [3].In this study,
each pitch/energy contour segment is approximated with Legendre
polynomial bases in the least square sense. In this way, the unique
characteristics of pitch/energy contour shape for individual speech
segments are modeled for each language.

First, the Robust Algorithm for Pitch Tracking (RAPT) [1] is
used for extracting pitch contours from every utterance of each lan-
guage. The step size used for pitch extraction is 10 ms. Next,for
each utterance pitch is normalized by division using the mean pitch
value. Next, pitch contours are segmented according to CV clusters,
and log-pitch for each segment is approximated as:

f(t) =
M

X

i=0

ciPi(t). (3)

wheref(t) is the pitch contour segment to be approximated,Pi(t) is
theith order Legendre polynomial, andM is the highest order poly-
nomial (in this study,M = 3). Note that each pitch contour segment
is a finite dimensional vector and the approximation is in thediscrete
domain. In other words,Pi is the sampled Legendre polynomial,
where the number of samples depend on the size of each pitch seg-
ment vector. Since Legendre polynomials are defined in the interval

Table 2. Classification using Prosody-based LFs
(a) Pitch-based Language Features

KAN TEL MAL TAM MAR
KAN 23.8 21.7 20.1 19.7 14.7
TEL 13.4 35.3 14.7 18.3 18.3
MAL 15.6 17.6 32.4 16.2 18.2
TAM 12.4 22.3 15.3 39.4 10.6
MAR 5.4 12.4 12.7 11.7 57.8

(b) Energy-based Language Features
KAN TEL MAL TAM MAR

KAN 33.1 16.5 15.0 22.4 13.0
TEL 16.6 32.8 15.1 17.8 17.6
MAL 19.1 13.8 33.1 17.5 16.3
TAM 21.6 13.3 19.0 38.2 7.9
MAR 8.7 12.0 13.9 12.0 53.2

(c) Pitch + Energy-based Language Features
KAN TEL MAL TAM MAR

KAN 36.9 18.6 15.4 19.2 9.7
TEL 17.1 38.8 12.3 19.1 12.7
MAL 15.7 12.8 42.1 13.8 15.5
TAM 16.4 17.4 11.2 49.9 5.0
MAR 5.6 9.9 10.5 7.1 66.9

[−1, +1], pitch contour segments are mapped into this interval in
order to be approximated. The same approximation method is also
used for energy contours.

Legendre polynomials have previously been applied in LID [2]
and speaker verification [4] for pitch/energy contour approximation.
However, the modeling and classification technique we use here are
different. First, the coefficients obtained from every segment of all
5 languages are used to train a GMM. Next, for each language, the
coefficient vectors are quantized using means of the GMM as cluster
centroids. In this manner, the pitch/energy contours for all CV clus-
ters in an utterance are now represented by codebook vectors. N-
gram combinations of these pitch/energy codebook vector elements
incorporate the prosodic LFs to be later used in the proposedLID
system.

3. PPRLM SYSTEM

Parallel Phone Recognition followed by Language Modeling (PPRLM)
has become a standard approach for LID [5, 6, 7]. The PPRLM tech-
nique is based on phonotactic analysis of languages, where multiple
phone decoders are used to tokenize each utterance before classifi-
cation. In this study, a PPRLM system is constructed based onthe
Brno University of Technology phoneme recognizers. Particularly,
we employ German, Hindi, Japanese, and Mandarin recognizers
within the system. Additionally, the CMU Statistical Language
Modeling Toolkit is used for n-gram language modeling of the
tokenized utterances.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this work, the proposed LID system is evaluated on the South
Indian Language (SInL) corpus [1]. The SInL corpus containsdata
from 5 major languages spoken in South and South-Central India,
namely, Malayalam (MAL), Kannada (KAN), Tamil (TAM), Telegu
(TEL), and Marathi (MAR). In this study, we use the read-speech
part of the corpus which consists of 75 hours of speech. The SInL
corpus is divided into train and test sets consisting of 65 and 10 hours



Table 3. Classification using Articulatory Prosody feature-set
KAN TEL MAL TAM MAR

KAN 66.6 13.1 8.0 10.4 2.0
TEL 19.6 65.8 5.7 5.3 3.5
MAL 5.7 2.6 77.1 4.4 10.3
TAM 7.7 6.2 3.8 82.2 0.1
MAR 2.9 2.5 8.1 0.2 86.3

Table 4. Classification using PPRLM System
KAN TEL MAL TAM MAR

KAN 67.1 12.3 14.2 3.2 3.2
TEL 14.4 77.3 6.0 1.2 1.1
MAL 2.7 2.5 90.3 1.4 3.0
TAM 3.2 5.6 2.8 88.1 0.2
MAR 0.4 0.8 7.8 0.3 90.7

of data (13 and 2 hours of train and test per language). Each train
and test utterance consists of about 3-4s of speech.

Table 1 (a), (b), and (c) shows the confusion matrices for the5-
way classification using static-LFs, dynamic-LFs, and combination
of static and dynamic LFs. The overall classification accuracies for
the 3 feature-sets along with the number of ME features utilized are
shown in Table 6. It may be recalled that the static-LFs represent the
baseline system. As seen from the results, the dynamic-LFs outper-
form the static-LFs by about 11.8% absolute. The confusion matri-
ces show consistent improvement in accuracy for all languages. The
biggest reduction in confusion is observed for KAN-TEL pair. Fur-
thermore, the fusion of static and dynamic LFs provides 15.1% gain
in accuracy over baseline. Table 2 (a), (b), and (c) shows thecon-
fusion matrices for pitch LFs, energy LFs, and combined pitch and
energy LFs. The overall classification accuracies for the 3 feature-
sets is shown in Table 6. The classification accuracy of pitchand
energy LFs is about 38% each, and the fusion of the two feature-
sets yields an accuracy of 47%. Additionally, the fusion is beneficial
to all languages with MAL, TAM, and MAR showing most gains
(10-13% improvement). Next, the prosody (pitch + energy LFs) are
combined with the PF-based LFs (static + dynamic LFs) to formthe
phonological-prosody LID system. Table 3 shows the confusion ma-
trix for the fusion system, and the overall classification accuracy is
shown in Table 6. It is observed that addition of prosody information
improves classification accuracy as the prosody-PF system achieves
an accuracy of 75.6% as opposed to 74.2% (best PF-based system).

Finally, Table 4 shows the confusion matrix for the PPRLM sys-
tem. It is observed that overall accuracy of PPRLM system (82.7%)
exceeds that of the articulatory LID system (75.6%). However, the
best classification accuracy of 86.6% is obtained when the two sys-
tems are combined. The confusion matrix of the combined system
in Table 5 shows that the classification accuracy of all languages im-
prove as a result of system combination. It is noted that the fusion of
the two systems was performed at scoring level where the likelihood
of the two systems were combined linearly. The results showcase the
complimentary information present in the proposed articulatory sys-
tem, and highlight the potential of phonological features in capturing
language-related information in speech.

5. CONCLUSION

This study has developed a combined articulatory prosody based
system for LID (language identification), and evaluated on adiffi-
cult 5-way classification of closely-related South Indian languages.
In particular, the work introduces new technique of extracting LFs
(language features) from PFs (phonological features). Thenew tech-

Table 5. Classification using Fusion System
KAN TEL MAL TAM MAR

KAN 77.2 8.6 9.3 3.5 1.5
TEL 13.7 79.1 4.8 1.4 0.9
MAL 2.6 1.6 91.2 0.1 3.0
TAM 2.4 3.3 1.8 92.6 0
MAR 0.5 0.4 6.1 0.1 93.0

Table 6. Classification Accuracy of Articulatory/Prosody LFs
Language-Features EmployedFeature-Set Size Accuracy

Static LFs (baseline) 3075 59.1%
Dynamic LFs 7000 71.9%

Static + Dynamic LFs 10075 74.2%
Pitch LFs 4231 37.8%

Energy LFs 4337 38.1%
Pitch + Energy LFs 8568 47.0%

Phonological + Prosody LFs 18643 75.6%
PPRLM System - 82.7%
Fusion System - 86.6%

nique relies on the dynamic representation of PFs, which emphasizes
the changes in articulatory information within speech. This is in con-
trast to our earlier methodology which extracted LFs from a static
representation of PFs. Our experiments show that the two techniques
yield complementary information as the combination outperforms
the baseline accuracy by about 9.4% absolute. Futhermore, our new
system also incorporates prosody information into classification by
introducing pitch and energy contour shape parameters intoclassifi-
cation. Addition of this new information increases the classification
accuracy to about 10.8% better than the baseline system. There-
sults obtained in this study are extremely encouraging and motivate
further research into PF-based LF-extraction techniques.Presently,
we are working towards developing more varied LF-extraction tech-
niques, and using more diverse languages for classification.
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